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ABSTRACT
In anticipation of deep space travel, new materials are being explored to assist and relieve humans
in dangerous environments, such as high radiation, extreme temperature, and extreme pressure.
Ras Labs Synthetic Muscle™ – electroactive polymers (EAPs) that contract and expand at low
voltages – which mimic the unique gentle-yet-strong nature of human tissue, is a potential asset to
manned space travel through protective gear and human assist robotics and for unmanned space
exploration through deep space. Generation 3 Synthetic Muscle™ was proven to be resistant to
extreme temperatures, and there were indications that these materials may also be radiation
resistant. The purpose of the Ras Labs-CASIS-ISS Experiment is to test the radiation resistivity
of the third and fourth generation of these EAPs, as well as to make them even more radiation
resistant or radiation hardened. On Earth, exposure of the Generation 3 and Generation 4 EAPs to
a Cs-137 radiation source for 47.8 hours with a total dose of 305.931 kRad of gamma radiation
was performed at the US Department of Energy’s Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) at
Princeton University, followed by pH, peroxide, Shore Hardness Durometry, and electroactivity
testing to determine the inherent radiation resistivity of these contractile EAPs and to determine
whether the EAPs could be made even more radiation resistant through the application of
appropriate additives and coatings. The on Earth preliminary tests determined that selected Ras
Labs EAPs were not only inherently radiation resistant, but with the appropriate coatings and
additives, could be made even more radiation resistant. G-force testing to over 10 G’s was
performed at US Army’s ARDEC Labs, with excellent results, in preparation for space flight to
the International Space Station National Laboratory (ISS-NL). Selected samples of Generation 3
and Generation 4 Synthetic Muscle™, with various additives and coatings, were launched to the
ISS-NL on April, 14 2015 on the SpaceX-6 payload, and will return to Earth in 2016. The most
significant change from the on Earth radiation exposure was color change in the irradiated EAP
samples, which in polymers can be indicative of accelerated aging. There was visible yellowing in
the irradiated samples compared to the control samples, which were not irradiated and were clear
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and colorless. On Earth, surface motion analysis for speed of onset of actuation after electric input
at the nano-level on selected Synthetic Muscle™ samples was determined using high speed digital
photography. While the Synthetic Muscle Experiment is in orbit on the ISS-NL, photo events
occur every 4 to 6 weeks to observe any changes, such as color, in the samples. The bulk of the
testing will occur when these EAP samples return back to Earth, and will be compared to the
duplicate experiment that remains on Earth (the control experiment). Newly developed fifth
generation Synthetic Muscle™ EAPs, in addition to being electroactive and shape-morphing, are
also extremely impact resistant. These Generation 5 EAPs were tested at the nanometer level for
exact speed of onset following electric input, with start of electro-actuation within 20 milliseconds.
Smart electroactive polymer based materials and actuators promise to transform prostheses and
robots, allowing for the treatment, reduction, and prevention of debilitating injury and fatalities,
and to further our exploration by land, sea, air, and space.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ras Labs developed and produces Synthetic Muscle™ – electroactive polymer (EAP) based
materials and actuators, which respond to electricity through contraction and expansion. This dual
motion is achieved by reversing the electric polarity of the voltage applied to the EAP. The electric
polarity can be easily switched back-and-forth to produce contraction-expansion cycles. In
addition, these EAPs are self-sensing and the amount of movement can be controlled by adjusting
the voltage level, which lends these materials to biofeedback.
In anticipation of deep space travel, new materials are being explored to potentially relieve the
need for humans in dangerous radiation environments and extreme temperature and pressure
conditions. Ras Labs Synthetic MuscleTM, which mimics the unique gentle-yet-firm nature of
human tissue, is a potential asset to unmanned space travel, among other applications. The
materials will eliminate the potentially harmful effects from ionizing radiation and other extreme
environments on humans by providing human assist devise and robots with the some of the unique
abilities of human tissue, such as control, and dexterity, thus minimizing human exposure to
radiation and other hazards in such extreme environments during space exploration.
The purpose of the Ras Labs-CASIS-ISS Project is to test the radiation resistivity of third and
fourth generation Synthetic Muscle™, as well as make the materials more radiation resistant or
radiation hardened. Selected samples of Synthetic Muscle™ were proven to be resistant to
extreme temperatures (2 to 408 K),1 and there are indications that these materials may also be
radiation resistant. The radiation resistivity to gamma radiation and whether the EAPs could be
made even more radiation resistant through the application of appropriate coatings and additives
was investigated on Earth by exposure to a Cs-137 radiation source for 47.8 hours with a total dose
of 305.931 kRad. The EAPs were tested for any changes in pH, peroxide, shore hardness, and
electroactivity compared to a duplicate experiment with no radiation exposure.
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Fig. 1. Radiation profile for Cs-137.2
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The ISS orbits the Earth at an approximate altitude of 407 km. At this altitude, the radiation profile
differs significantly from that on the Earth’s surface, and there is a significant increase in the
presence and abundance of ionizing radiation. Space radiation is primarily comprised of atoms in
which electrons have seen stripped away through interstellar acceleration. All three of the main
kinds of space radiation: particles trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field; particles ejected into space
during solar flares; and galactic cosmic rays, which are high-energy and heavy ions from outside
the solar system, represent forms of dangerous ionizing radiation. Ionizing radiation has the ability
to knock electrons out of orbit within an atom upon contact, thus causing the formation of ions.
As it passes through matter, including synthetic material and living tissue, ionizing radiation loses
energy, which is absorbed by the conducting material. This poses a danger to living organisms, as
the ionization of water and other cell components can damage DNA molecules in the path of the
radiation, causing breaks and mutations in DNA strands, including large clusters of breaks, which
are not easily repaired by cells. These mutations can cause varying forms of cancer, and pose a
serious health risk to those exposed. Other exposure risks include both acute and late nervous
system complications, degenerative effects, circulatory and digestive diseases, and, in severe
cases, death.3
Table 1. Ornan Specific Exposure Limits tor Astronauts
Blood Forming Organs
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25 rem
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100 - 300 rem [200 + 7.5(age - 38) for women]

400 rem

600 rem

r

Fig. 2.

From the results of the on Earth radiation testing, selected third and fourth generation Synthetic
Muscle™ with a variety of selected additives, coatings, and combinations of additives and
coatings, are currently on the ISS-NL, being exposed to a broad spectrum of ionizing radiation,
both solar and cosmic. A duplicate experiment (the control experiment) is being housed on Earth.
When the Synthetic Muscle Experiment returns to Earth, the samples will be tested for material
integrity and electroactivity, and compared to the samples in the duplicate experiment (control).
Dosimeters were provided for both the ISS-NL experiment and on Earth control for comparison,
which will be analyzed by NASA. The return to Earth of the Synthetic Muscle Experiment is
tentatively scheduled for May 2016.
2. . EXPERIMENTAL
Preliminary Testing
Preliminary tests using PPPL facilities were done on third and fourth generation Synthetic
Muscle™ samples to test initial radiation resistance without the addition of various additives and
coatings. Total dosages of radiation are detailed below:
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A) 1x: First exposure of Gen 3 and Gen 4 Synthetic Muscle, May 20 – 21, 2014
Total run-time of 21.7 hours, Cs-137 source, 116.229 kRad total dose.
After exposure, samples were observed, then subjected to second exposure.
B) 3x: Second exposure of Gen 3 and Gen 4 Synthetic Muscle, June 2-4, 2014
Additional run-time of 45.33 hours, Cs-127, 326.455 kRad additional dose, so samples went for
Total run-time of 67.03 hours, Cs-137 source, 442.684 kRad total dose.
The 3rd and 4th generation EAP samples using a certain cross-linking synthetic strategies were
tested after the second radiation exposure in terms of material integrity (Shore O Durometry), pH,
peroxide formation, and electroactivity. A glass indicator was also used in the second exposure.
Flight readiness I, radiation experiment at PPPL on Earth (6/25/2014- 6/27/2014)
Two matrices of 3rd generation EAP and two matrices of 4th generation EAP were adhered to the
oxygen plasma treated 1’’x 2’’ titanium coupons. Additives and specialized coatings were included
on the matrices. Each of the 3rd and 4th generation matrices was exposed to gamma radiation at
PPPL and duplicate matrices were held as the control (no radiation exposure). The experimental
samples were exposed to the Cs-137 source available at PPPL with the sample midpoint 5.25 cm
away from the source for a duration of 47.8 hours and a total dose of 305.931 kRad. Samples were
tested for material integrity (Shore O Durometry), pH, peroxide formation, and electroactivity. Gforce testing of 3rd and 4th generation EAPs were conducted at US Army’s ARDEC at Picatinny
Arsenal to make sure the EAPs could withstand the force of the unmanned launch to the ISS, with
typical forces of 8 to 10 G-force during lift-off an ascent before entering microgravity.
Flight readiness II, preparation, and radiation experiment on the ISS-NL (current)
From the on Earth radiation exposure and testing, an experimental design was developed and
implemented for the Synthetic Muscle Experiment on the ISS-NL. Two matrices of 3rd generation
EAPs and two matrices of the 4th generation EAPs were adhered to oxygen plasma treated titanium
coupons, which were placed into aluminum 8½x2x7/8 inch protective cages, with screening for
observation. Each of four protective cages was individually wrapped with poly(ethylene), then
Teflon bags, and then sealed with Kapton tape. Before the EAP samples were wrapped and sealed,
the samples were outgassed under high vacuum at 70oC for 72 hours. Each aluminum protective
cage houses 8 EAP samples, where each EAP sample is approximately 1x1x¼ inches (Figure 3).
The entire experiment has 32 EAP samples, in which 16 are 3rd generation EAPs and 16 are 4th
generation EAPs. One of the protective cages housing the 3rd Gen EAPs is a moist environment
and one of the protective cages housing the 3rd Gen EAPs is a dry environment. Likewise, one of
the protective cages housing the 4th Gen EAPs is a moist environment and one of the protective
cages housing the 4th Gen EAPs is a dry environment. Within each protective cage, for the 8
samples, the 1 position has no additives and no coating (the control), the 2 position has an additive,
the 3 position has another additive, the 4 position has a Mylar coating, the 5 position has a 3-ply
coating, the 6 position has a 4-ply coating, the 7 position has an additive and a 3-ply coating, and
the 8 position has an additive and a 4-ply coating (Figure 4). A duplicate of the entire Synthetic
Muscle Experiment was also made, as the control experiment, which is remaining on Earth. RAM
dosimeters accompany both the experiment in space and the control on Earth. Photo events of the
Synthetic Muscle Experiment are performed on the ISS-NL every 4 to 6 weeks, which are linked
back to Earth for observation, such as color changes. Yellowing in particular can be indicative of
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accelerated aging in polymers. When the Synthetic Muscle Experiment returns to Earth in 2016,
the samples of both the experiment and control will be tested for material integrity (Shore O
durometry and scanning electron microscopy), pH, and electroactivity.

Fig 3. Preparation of the Synthetic Muscle Experiment for the ISS-NL.

SM001 Cage A: Gen 3 Moist Synthetic Muscle Samples

SM002 Cage B: Gen 4 Moist Synthetic Muscle Samples

SM003 Cage C: Gen 3 Dried Synthetic Muscle Samples

SM004 Cage D: Gen 4 Dried Synthetic Muscle Samples
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Fig. 4. ISS-NL Synthetic Muscle Experiment

On Earth, surface motion analysis for speed of onset of actuation after electric input at the
nanometer level fifth generation Synthetic Muscle™ samples was determined using high speed
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digital holography at 25000 frames per seconds with about 10 nm displacement resolution by use
of a 532 nm CW laser. The electric input was triggered with a piezo-generator with a 75 V square
pulse. EAP films of 2 mm and 3 mm thick were analyzed, and preliminary experimentation of 5
mm thick EAP films.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preliminary Testing
A) First exposure of Gen 3 and Gen 4 Synthetic Muscle, May 20 – 21, 2014
Total run-time of 21.7 hours, Cs-137 source, 116.229 kRad total dose.
This is more than 20X LD-human100 (lethal human dose) and much more gamma radiation
exposure than would be encountered from radiation exposure on the ISS-NL. This is more
equivalent to a trip to Mars and back (and then some) in terms of gamma radiation exposure. After
exposure, samples were observed. The EAP samples, both 3rd and 4th generation, held up well.
B) 3x: Second exposure of Gen 3 and Gen 4 Synthetic Muscle, June 2-4, 2014
Additional run-time of 45.33 hours, Cs-127, 326.455 kRad additional dose, so samples were
exposed for Total run-time of 67.03 hours, Cs-137 source, 442.684 kRad total dose.
This is on top of the previous exposure in A), so the level of exposure is well beyond the gamma
radiation that would be encountered on the ISS, and more equivalent to a trip to Jupiter in terms
of gamma radiation. The glass indicator clearly showed accelerated aging. Glass, as it ages over
decades and centuries, changes from clear to blue to brown to black. In the gamma radiation
exposure from the close proximity to the Cs-137 source, the glass indicator became noticeably
brown (Figure 5). The 3rd and 4th generation samples using a specialized synthetic strategy held
up well, in terms of material integrity, pH, peroxide formation (0 ppm) and electroactivity, while
another synthetic strategy in some of the 4th generation samples (Gen 4-B) did not maintain
material integrity from the second round of radiation exposure and had approximately 7 ppm
peroxide (indicative of free radicals, all other samples had 0 ppm peroxide), so for flight readiness,
this other synthetic strategy was not used (Figure 6).

lx
3X

No radiation
Fig. 5. Glass Indicator

326.455 kRad

Gen 3
Gen 4-A Gen 4-B
Fig. 6. EAPs after 1X and 3X exposure

Flight readiness I, radiation experiment at PPPL on Earth (6/25/2014- 6/27/2014)
Four synthetic muscle samples matrices were made, each on an oxygen plasma treated titanium
metal coupon, with a variety of additives and coatings. One Gen 3 matrix was exposed to gamma
radiation and one was not (held back as a control), and one Gen 4 matrix was exposed to gamma
radiation and one was not (held back as a control). In terms of gamma radiation, this exposure is
more than will be anticipated on the ISS and more equivalent to a trip to Mars and back. All
samples had 0 ppm peroxide and similar pH values after the Cs-137 exposure (Figure 7 and
Table 2). The significant change from the previous radiation exposure exponents was that color
change was observed in the synthetic muscle samples adhered to an oxygen plasma treated
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titanium coupon and then exposed to gamma radiation, with visible yellowing, compared to the
matrices that were not exposed to gamma radiation, which were much more clear and colorless.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons of radiated and non-radiated EAPs.
Table 2. Comparisons from gamma radiation experiment on Earth.
Generation 3
(no exposure)

Generation 3
(2x exposure)

Generation 4
(no exposure)

Generation 4
(2x exposure)

Peroxide test

0 ppm

0 ppm

0 ppm

0 ppm

pH test

2—3

2—3

2—3

2—3

2.5 — 4.5

2.5 — 4.5

2.5 — 4.5

3.5 — 4.5

Electroactive

Electroactive

Electroactive

Electroactive

Shore O Hardness

Electroactivity

Sine curve fitting was applied to the electroactivity data of the EAP samples (Figure 8). The
mathematical formulation of the model used: y = Asine(kx)+B, where A models the amplitude of
the curve, k models the frequency and B moves the curve along the y axis. A sine curve was used
because the EAP typically expands and contracts sinusoidally.
From the on Earth radiation exposure and subsequent testing, an experimental design was
developed and implemented for the Ras Labs-CASIS-ISS-Synthetic Muscle Experiment. The
payload was launched to the ISS-NL on April 14, 2015 at 4:10 PM from Cape Canaveral on the
SpaceX CRS-6 mission. While the International Space Station was traveling 257 statute miles
over the Pacific Ocean just east of Japan, Expedition 43 Flight Engineer Samantha Cristoforetti of
the European Space Agency, with the assistance of Expedition 43 Commander Terry Virts of
NASA, successfully captured the SpaceX Dragon spacecraft with the station's robotic arm at
6:55 AM EDT. On April 20, 2015 at 10:30 AM, the Synthetic Muscle Experiment was transferred
and placed on the ISS-NL, locker LAB105 ZSR #125, followed by the first photo event
(Figure 9).
The Synthetic Muscle Experiment, rather than remaining on the ISS-NL for 90 days, is remaining
in orbit much longer, and will return to Earth in 2016, where the 32 samples will be analyzed for
material integrity and electroactivity, and compared to the 32 samples (control experiment) that
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remained on Earth for the duration of the experiment. In the meantime, every 4 to 6 weeks, photo
events of the experiment occur on the ISS-NL and are downlinked to Earth. This is to keep an eye
on the experiment, in terms of placement of the samples and coatings within their protective cages,
and to discern any color changes. Color changes, such as yellowing, can be indicative of
accelerated aging in polymers. So far, the EAPs appear to be holding up well in space (Figure 10).
Selected 3rd and 4th generation EAPs exhibited no discernable changes in material integrity or
electroactivity from G-force testing well over 10 G-force, and the Synthetic Muscle Experiment
survived the launch to the ISS-NL intact and in good shape (Figures 9 and 10).
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Fig. 9. Events of the Synthetic Muscle Experiment (Source: NASA).
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Photo Event 2, 5/2/2015

Photo Event 6, 8/26/2015

Photo Event 3, 6/2/2015 Photo Event 4, 6/25/2015

Photo Event 5, 7/16/2015

Photo Event 7, 9/29/2015 Photo Event 8, 11/2/2015 Photo Event 9, 12/10/2015

Photo Event 10, 1/27/2016 Photo Event 11, 2/29/2016
Photo Event 12, 3/17/2016
Fig. 10. Photo events of the Synthetic Muscle Experiment on the ISS-NL (Source: NASA).

On Earth, selected samples of fifth generation Synthetic Muscle™ were analyzed for speed of
onset of actuation after electric input (75 V, square pulse) at the nano-level using high speed digital
holographic photography.4 For the 2 mm thick EAP, onset of actuation was within 3 milliseconds,
with pronounced observable motion at the nanometer level at 20 milliseconds. For the 3 mm thick
EAP, onset of pronounced observable motion at the nanometer level was at 48 milliseconds.
4. CONCLUSIONS
From the preliminary gamma radiation exposure of 1x (116.229 kRad) and additional 3x (326.455
kRad), both 3rd and 4th generation EAPs held up well to 1x exposure. For the additional 3x
exposure, a synthetic strategy of 3rd and 4th generation held up well in terms of material integrity,
pH, peroxide formation, and electroactivity. However, a different synthetic strategy in another 4th
generation material did not maintain material integrity and had 7 ppm peroxide, which was
indicative of free radical formation and subsequent breakdown of material integrity. For the flight
readiness I experiment, this formulation was not used. From the flight readiness I (2x, 305.931
kRad) exposure, with 3rd and 4th generation EAPs with a variety of additives and coatings, all
samples had 0 ppm peroxide and pH values similar to the non-radiated EAPs. The significant
change was the color in the EAP samples after the 2x exposure. There was visible yellowing when
compared to control samples, which were not irradiated and were clear and colorless. Preliminary
radiation exposure and testing on Earth have shown that the Ras Labs Synthetic Muscle™ is not
only inherently radiation resistant, but with the appropriate coatings and additives, can be made
even more radiation resistant. The Synthetic Muscle Experiment, with 32 EAP samples, was
launched to the ISS-NL in April 2015, and is being observed by high resolution photo events that
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occur every 4 to 6 weeks. Testing of the EAPs from exposure to broad spectrum radiation on the
ISS-NL will be determined once the Synthetic Muscle Experiment returns to Earth in 2016, and
will be compared to the duplicate control experiment that remains on Earth. Newly developed
fifth generation Synthetic Muscle™ EAPs has onset of electro-actuation after electric input within
milliseconds. Ras Labs is developing products that protect, enable, and heal, beginning with
adaptive shielding technologies, to generating a seamless interface between mechanical and human
systems, and finally pairing human motion and control with automation. These EAPs, in addition
to shape-morphing, are also able to withstand extreme environments. EAP based actuators and
devices can provide streamlined biomimetic motion, without gears, belts, pulleys, or engines
(battery packs work well with these EAP based actuators). This in turn is providing for extremely
innovative conceptual designs – a new way of thinking about and configuring motion – for
futuristic mobility by air, land, sea, and space.
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